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Introduction
Once again, the examiners were very pleased to read a range of responses to all sections
in the third year of this advanced level unit. Candidates have been extremely well prepared
by centres and those candidates who have had extensive advice from their teachers about
best to score marks in the different sections did very well indeed. The three sections
of this unit (section A - translation, section B - creative/discursive essays and section
C - Research-Based Essay) have differing requirements and the vast majority of learner
candidates showed an impressive command of the grammar and lexis required at this level.
In many cases, candidates wrote very interesting and informative essays and backed up
their opinions in the RBE with detailed factual information. The best discursive essays were
persuasive yet balanced, and the best creative work was lively yet focused.
This unit requires candidates to answer three questions in two and half hours. The
translation (section A) is worth 10 of the 100 marks available and the proportionate amount
of time to spend on it would be 20-30 minutes. Section B and Section C are each worth 45
marks, so an hour on each of these would represent an appropriate division of time. This
year there were only a few candidates who had not spent enough time on section C and this
would indicate that they are being well trained in time management in the examination.
Once again, a considerable number of answers in section B and C were overlong. The
number was perhaps lower than in previous years, but examiners would like, again, to
remind centres that the upper word limit for each of these sections is 200 words. Examiners
stop reading at the end of the sentence in which the 200th word lies. This significantly
disadvantages candidates who have not had appropriate guidance and who have therefore
written overlong essays. In both Section B and Section C, overlong answers lost marks
for Organisation and Development, and it was also often true that they failed to answer
the question fully, as key information was contained within the section which lay beyond
the word limit. It is a key skill at this level to be able to marshal material in such a way
that it can be used effectively within the word limit. Centres and candidates, especially
non-learners in centres where Russian is not taught, should note that there is more space
provided than is usually necessary for 200 words and that the space is not an indicator
of how much candidates should write. There were very few short answers, as always, but
where an answer was short, it often contained very little information or argument and
therefore scored very low marks.
The approach to individual questions is considered in the reports on each of the options
which follow. An example from a candidate's response is given for each question. Please
note that, in some cases, only part answers are given as exemplification. A general
summary of areas for improvement for Sections B and C is given below as this may prove
useful for centres.
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Section A: Translation
Section A of this paper required candidates to translate a short passage of English into
Russian. The passage is split into 30 assessable elements and one 'point' is gained for each
correct element at the marking stage. A mark out of 10 is awarded based on the number
of correct elements (see the mark scheme). For an element to be considered correct it
must have all the details contained in the English original (i.e. no word omitted) and all
the grammatical endings (case endings, agreements and verb endings) had to be correct.
One spelling or transliteration error was allowed per element, provided that it was not
grammatical and did not affect the sound significantly when read aloud.
Overall, the majority of candidates performed reasonably well at this task, with many
learners gaining 7 or 8 marks. Many did not achieve high marks however, and many native
speakers often lost marks due to insufficient attention to the detail of the English passage.
Those with very little ability to manipulate the grammar of the language scored very low
marks, often 1 or 2, despite knowing a great deal of the required vocabulary. This is chiefly
a task of grammatical accuracy; candidates who do not know or understand the grammar
required at A2 will not perform well.
Candidates faced the most difficulties with the following elements:
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•

'physical exercise' was not well translated by many candidates. A range of translations
was accepted by examiners, including 'спорт', 'физкультура' and 'физические
упражнения'

•

'they play computer games' was often translated as 'они играют компьютерные игры'
without the required 'в'

•

'for four hours a day' was not well translated by learner candidates, who often tried to
use a preposition such as 'для', 'за' or 'на' - this lost them marks. Some used 'по' with
the accusative and this was accepted. There were a surprising number of misspellings of
'четыре'

•

for 'although rarely', the 'although' was often translated as 'но'. Whilst examiners did
accept this, and some other possible renderings, it would have been pleasing to see a
more accurate translation here.

•

for 'do sport', 'делают спорт' was not accepted; many candidates were able to use
'заниматься' correctly, though.

•

'according to statistics' led to a cast range of possible translations, some of which were
considered to be too wide of the mark. Correct use of 'статистика' in the singular was
expected here.

•

'by 2050' was very poorly translated by the majority of learner candidates; candidates
were not required to use 'году' or put an ending onto the year, but they were required
to use a correct preposition. 'к 2050' was expected, and 'в 2050' was also accepted. 'до
2050' was not accepted as the meaning is clearly different.

•

in 'half of all children', the 'всех' was often omitted, leading to a loss of marks. Again,
even though last year's translation contained the word 'quarter', many learners did
not know the word for 'half' and so used '50%'. This was accepted by examiners, but
centres are encouraged to ensure they cover fractions and the use of numbers and
statistics in writing.

•

'so fat' was not always well translated. Examiners accepted both a feminine singular (to
agree with 'половина') or a plural, in either nominative or instrumental. Short forms
were also accepted. Despite this, many did not manage to translate 'so' correctly.

•

'is considered' was usually well handled, and this shows that candidates are getting
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better at spotting and translating English passive constructions.

•

for 'more serious', both long and short forms were accepted, the former in the
instrumental only. Some candidates need extra work on comparative forms, attempting
translations such as 'больше серьёзный'

•

'for boys' was often translated much better than 'for girls', with candidates struggling to
get the case correct in 'для девочек'. Many did not know the pair 'мальчики и девочки'
and tried 'для мужчин и женщин', which was not accepted.

•

the passive construction 'measures [need] to be taken' was well dealt with by a
significant number of learners, but many did not handle it well. Candidates should be
taught strategies for turning constructions such as this into infinitives ('принимать
меры') as well as use passive participles ('меры [...] быть приняты'). Both aspects were
accepted in the infinitive here, and 'нужно' / 'нужны' or 'должно' / 'должны' were used
successfully by many.

•

'generation' was not well known, or candidates translated it as a singular noun with the
wrong gender as 'поколения'.

•

the use of a past tense 'не страдало' following 'чтобы' was correct in around a
quarter of learner candidates' translations, suggesting that this aspect of grammar
requires further work.

•

'from obesity' was well translated by many, who clearly knew this word from their
studies of the Lifestyle, Health & Fitness topic at AS and A2.
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Question 1
This translation shows a good knowledge of vocabulary and grammar required at A2 but
shows many of the errors outlined above, as well as some others.

Examiner Comments

This answer scores 5 out of 10. The vocabulary is good, but the
weaker knowledge of some grammatical intricacies, especially passive
constructions, means that a number of marks have been lost.

Examiner Tip

Pay attention to the rendering of English passive constructions in
Russian. Phrases such as 'is considered' and 'measures need to be
taken' appear regularly in the translations.

6
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This candidate is an example of one who shows an impressive command of vocabulary, but
whose lack of grammatical accuracy has limited the mark achieved significantly.

Examiner Comments

This answer scores 2 out of 10. There are regular verb and case ending errors. Careful learning of
these, and also attention to idiomatic constructions, would have benefitted this candidate greatly.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you learn the case endings thoroughly and understand how to use them. For
A2, a thorough knowledge of common verbs which take certain cases, as well as the cases
following prepositions, is expected.
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This is an example of a very good learner candidate's translation.

8
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Examiner Comments

This scores 8 out of 10. The candidate has an extremely good command
of grammar and makes few errors. The marks have been lost due to a few
spelling errors, such as 'полвена' and vocabulary errors such as 'тольстости'.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you learn topic vocabulary throughout your course. It may
be that an item of vocabulary is required for the translation.
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This final example is of an accomplished translation.

Examiner Comments

This candidate scored 10 out of 10. They have paid careful attention
to the English and translated the passage carefully and accurately.

Examiner Tip

It is often useful to go through the passage carefully before beginning
and annotating it with words which may cause you problems.

10
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Section B: Creative or Discursive Essay
In the creative essays in Section B, the best essays (scoring 13-15 for Understanding &
Response) were succinct and succeed in telling the whole story in the space available,
or built sufficient suspense to leave the reader wondering about the characters or what
might happen next. Almost exclusively, the creative essays were attempted by non-learner
candidates who appear to have received little guidance on what might constitute successful
creative writing; candidates choosing this option must pay careful attention to planning.
Poorly planned pieces often contained lengthy scene setting or description of character
but little action. Writing a successful piece of creative writing in 200 words is a challenging
task and not something which should be embarked upon without first planning content
or structure. There were very few completely irrelevant essays, although some were
considered to be 'pedestrian' or failed to grab the examiners' attention. They usually scored
no more than 7-9 for Understanding & Response ('satisfactory [...] response to stimulus').
The vast majority of candidates who have been taught Russian in schools wrote excellent
discursive essays. There is a great deal of good practice in centres in evidence in the
candidates' work. Many candidates wrote extensive plans on their examination papers
and such good practice is to be encouraged as carefully planned essays were, in virtually
all cases, more successful. Careful planning by candidates results in balanced discursive
essays where the ideas are well thought through and it seems difficult to conceive of why
a candidate would choose to launch into such a piece of writing without a plan. In order to
score 10-12 or 13-15 for Understanding & Response, essays must be balanced and consider
both sides of the argument. As every year, centres are strongly advised to take careful
note of this requirement. Non-learner candidates taking GCE Russian, in centres where
Russian is not taught, are significantly disadvantaged if they are not made aware of this
requirement, and so write unbalanced essays. One-sided essays can score a maximum of
9 for Understanding & Response and some overlong essays were considered one sided as
the entirety of the second half lay beyond the 200th word. Such essays scored a maximum
of 9 for Understanding & Response and also for Organisation and Development, even if
they were linguistically impressive. Balanced and well-structured discursive essays should
have a conclusion in which the candidate comes down on one side or the other, but until
this point, the best candidates remained neutral themselves and discussed ideas in abstract
terms, avoiding the use of the first person. In order to score 9-10 for Range & Application of
Language, learner candidates are encouraged to use a wide or more complex construction,
such as passives, gerunds, relative clauses, compound conjunctions and conditionals. A
range of varied essay phrases is also useful as this enables weaker candidates to score
higher marks. They should be aware, though, that a string of such phrases is not able to
make up for a lack of content or ideas; careful planning and consideration of the depth
of ideas which the candidate has before beginning will result in a better essay across
the board. Candidates should also be encouraged to ensure that they have sufficient
topic vocabulary when they select a discursive essay to answer. It is perfectly possible
for candidates to achieve 5 for Accuracy for their discursive essay, indeed many learner
candidates did so. Accuracy does not have to be perfect to achieve this, but the essay
must show an impressive command of noun and verb grammar and give the impression of
accuracy throughout.
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Question 2(a)
This question was popular with non-learner candidates but there were very few answers
from those who had learned Russian in schools. Candidates were required to tell the story of
how they received a gift of a sports car. For most (extremely lucky) candidates, the car was
an 18th birthday gift, one received for passing exams, getting into university, or for passing
the driving test. The best essays succeeded in telling the story of the actual moment of
receipt of the gift, setting a scene and describing emotion and atmosphere, as opposed to
simple description of the reason for receiving it with little suspense or creativity involved.
This candidate, instead of telling the story of the receipt of the gift itself, tells of the event
which led someone to have such gratitude that they wanted to give the gift. The candidate,
while bored, looks out from his balcony and spots a child in trouble, and acts quickly to save
the boy, who turns out to be the son of a rich businessman.

12
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Examiner Comments

This is a very successful and original answer, and exemplifies the kind
of creativity which scores 13-15 for Understanding & Response. We get
a sense of the writer's emotions, and of suspense, coupled with a neat
completeness which is challenging within the 200-word limit. This is not
a learner candidate, but there is no reason why a learner could not have
written something which is as well constructed and interesting to read.

Examiner Tip

When writing a story, you need to think about character, scene
and events (or plot). In 200 words, you do not have space to
describe the scene except very briefly. It is best to jump straight
into what happens, and that needs to be complete within the
word limit. Suspense and surprise are good tools for this task.

14
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Question 2 (b)
This was a popular question for native speaker candidates and with very few exceptions,
the letter found between the pages of a book was one written to the candidate's mother by
a former lover. Weaker, and less creative, answers often described the finding of the letter,
with little reference to the content, but some of the better answers included extracts from
the letter and a sense of surprise. More imaginative answers often revealed the letter to be
from the candidate's long-lost father, although the impact of this often seemed to be a little
underwhelming. Scene setting for the discovery of the letter often led to candidates writing
too much and going over the word limit.
This example is one of the ones where the circumstances surrounding the letter are perhaps
a little different. The mother, using a pseudonym, was in the habit of writing letters when
she was younger to get the autographs of famous people. The sense of discovery comes
through here, as well as originality.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good response which scores 10-12 for both Understanding
& Response and Organisation & Development. The language is quite
inaccurate, but the candidate does have a range of structures at their
disposal. The story is structured well within the limit.

Examiner Tip

Short creative essays are most successful where there is some kind of
twist or surprise half way through or at the end. In this one, the confusion
of the candidate who finds the letter, and the innocent explanation, leads
to questions forming in the reader's mind, maintaining interest.
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Question 2 (c)
This question required candidates to write a newspaper article in response to the headline
given on the exam paper. As with last year, the requirement to write a creative newspaper
article was not always fully realised and some candidates wrote discursive essays about
the value of mobile phones or why it would be difficult to live without them, which is
not the requirement here. The most successful pieces this year were usually 'personal
adventure' type pieces where the writer spoke of an experiment to live for a week without
a mobile phone and the consequences of this, or a letter to a newspaper from a young
person who had been forced to live without a phone for a week. The best answers explained
the origin of the experiment well, e.g. a bet with a friend or the loss of the phone whilst
travelling. Very good candidates were able to recount the difficulties in coping with the
psychological effects of mobile phone withdrawal. They usually contained some wider
message or wider reference, as opposed to being a diary. The tone was often successful
when it reflected the higher register which would be expected in a newspaper. Many
candidates did not achieve this, however.
This candidate has written a letter to explain the consequences of living without a mobile
phone and his subsequent discovery of things which could be considered more interesting
than his phone. One could imagine reading this piece as a letter to a magazine, for example.

18
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Examiner Comments

This essay scores 13-15 for both Understanding & Response and Organisation &
Development. The style successfully replicates a letter to a newspaper, and the
candidate has thought about consequences and implications. The introduction is
used to set the scene of the wider role of new technology in society.

Examiner Tip

Make your writing more like a newspaper article by using rhetorical
questions (like the end of the introduction here), addressing the reader,
using quotes or speculating about outcomes. Think about things you
have read in a newspaper and the kind of language that is used.
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Question 2 (d)
This question, requiring candidates to reflect on whether it is important to travel and see
the world, was the second most popular discursive essay option. Many candidates seemed
to have a lot to say on the topic and there was a wide range of successful essays. Most
answers agreed that it was important to travel nowadays and the reasons ranged from
familiarising oneself with important sights, foreign cultures, customs, cuisines, studying
languages, making oneself more interesting as a person, all the way to reducing racist
attitudes. It was also often claimed that travel was important due to the fact that you can
relax and holiday in better climates than the UK. On the other hand, many candidates cited
the fact that air travel in particular contributes to global warming, is costly and sometimes
stressful or dangerous. Many said that travelling itself was not important because, due to
modern technology, one could stay at home and experience the world through the television
and internet. The very best essays would touch on the fact that travel and globalisation
are making different cultures very similar, and thus point out the paradox of modern travel
being about broadening cultural experiences.
This candidate's essay begins with a clear introduction which sets up the two sides of the
argument. On the one hand, the candidate argues, air travel as an environmental impact
for a range of reasons. It is also expensive to travel and that the money would be better
spent on protecting the environment. On the other hand, we are told, tourism has an impact
on the economy of other countries and broadens the mind, as well as allowing people to see
different places and therefore encouraging them to contribute to protecting them.

22
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has thought carefully how the two sides of the argument can
reflect each other, which is the hallmark of the very best discursive essays.
As opposed to the two halves being a list if reasons for and against, here the
candidate explains how travel could be a force for good in ecological terms,
to counter the argument about ecological damage. Careful planning and
thinking of the arguments (seen in English at the start) have resulted in an
excellent essay which scores 13-15 for both Organisation & Development
and Understanding & Response. The language here is also very good and the
essay scores 9 for Range & Application of Language and 4 for Accuracy.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you plan your discursive essay thoroughly.
Careful planning will result in a better outcome because
you will be forced to think your arguments through.

24
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This much weaker candidate attempts some similar arguments to the first, including how,
on the one hand, travel is expensive, but how on the other, you can experience culture for
yourself.
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Examiner Comments

This essay is a demonstration of how inaccurate language can impede comprehensibility
and prevent the candidate from offering coherent arguments. The essay scores 3 for
Range & Application of Language and 1 for Accuracy, a very low score and much lower
than the vast majority of learner candidates. There is little awareness shown of case
and verb grammar. The essay does, however, score 9 for Understanding & Response as
there are recognisable arguments being made.

Examiner Tip

Ensure that you have a range of essay phrases at your disposal. They will
help you to structure your essay and score more marks. Plan to include a
range of structures and think carefully about tenses and endings.
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Question 2 (e)
This question invited candidates to reflect whether all young people should study at
university or not and was the most popular choice amongst the discursive essays, perhaps
due to the relevance to the lives of many 18 year olds. Overwhelmingly, most candidates
were of the opinion that everyone should be able to go to university, but very few came
to the logical conclusion that this might lead to logistical problems. Candidates argued, on
the one hand, that a university degree would enhance one's job prospects in the difficult
economic situation, and that higher education leads to better incomes in the future and
also that it improves the mind in a more general sense. Some candidates suggested that
the economic crisis could be solved if everyone achieved a university degree. The fact
that university is the time when people meet their friends for life or future partners was
often mentioned, and many talked about the social advantages of living away from home
and parents. On the other hand, candidates often argued that the high tuition fees at UK
universities are a reason why everyone should not go, and coupled this with mentions of
significant figures in business who do not have a degree, such as Alan Sugar and Richard
Branson. The fact that many jobs do not need degrees was also mentioned often, but
surprisingly few talked about the fact that not everyone might have the intellectual ability
for university study. The very best answers pointed out that there would always be a need
for jobs where a degree was unnecessary, and also that degrees would not be prestigious if
everyone had one.
This candidate begins his or her work with a detailed plan and grammar notes. This has
been included here so that future candidates might see the kind of planning which leads to
much better essays. The candidate argues that, on the one hand, university education is
a right which helps to bring about equality in society, but on the other hand, there may be
those who are interested in business or going out to work. They go on to give examples of
how university can give one skills which are useful in various workplace settings.

28
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent example. It is not linguistically flawless, but does demonstrate
the good command of grammar required for 9-10 for Range & Application of
Language. It scores in the 13-15 box for both Organisation & Development
and Understanding & Response and is an example of a candidate successfully
combining the two sides of the argument together into threads through the
essay as opposed to using two distinct paragraphs. The candidate uses personal
examples, but also adds distance through the use of higher-register phrases.

Examiner Tip

Make a list of key structures to include and note them down
before you start. Examples might be passive participles,
adverbs, gerunds, etc. This candidate has also made a note of
key grammatical endings to help them during the writing stage.
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This extract is a candidate's introduction to this essay question. The candidate succeeds in
effectively setting out the structure of the essay by suggesting that there are a range of
opinions.

Examiner Comments

Introductions (and conclusions) can be the weaker parts of discursive essays.
This is often because candidates state in the first line which side of the argument
they are going to agree with. Essays are usually better when the introduction is
balanced and non-committal, simply introducing the different opinions. This is a
good model for an effective introduction and the essay overall scores in the 1315 box for Organisation & Development partly due this type of introduction.

Examiner Tip

In the introduction, avoid referring to yourself. Learn phrases
such as 'some say that...' and 'others would suggest that...'
These distance you from the arguments and have the effect of
making the register higher. A model introduction, worked on in
class, can be used in each discursive essay with minor tweaks.

32
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Question 2 (f)
This essay asked the candidate to discuss whether or not young people are interested in
religion. It was the least popular choice of all the Section B essays, perhaps confirming the
conclusion of the majority of candidates that religion holds no interest for young people
nowadays. Candidates argued that scientific arguments now explain natural phenomena
and that young people did not therefore need to turn to religion to look for answers to
questions about the world around them, as well as suggesting that they have little time
for religion due to social engagements. On the other hand, some candidates successfully
argued that there is much interest in religion in some cultures, for example in Muslim
countries and communities. It was frequently mentioned that religion is something which
young people are interested in if their parents are. This question suffered more than most
from statements on opposing sides of the argument which were too sweeping or definite.
Candidates would often write at the beginning of the essay categorically that young
people are not interested in religion, and then a few sentences later state that they are.
The language which candidates need to develop for the discursive essay is that of subtle
argument, for example they could say, 'Although it would seem that the majority of young
people show little interest in religion, there is still a minority who regularly attend church.'
Candidates who can argue in this subtle way and mention one side of the argument within
the other side always achieve higher marks.
This candidate has written a short plan at the beginning of his essay. He starts with an
effective introduction and goes on to argue that there is much atheism in society today, and
whilst this does not affect all young people it does affect some. Other arguments are made
that young people have little time for religion and that it could be considered dangerous,
although this is not fully explained. On the other hand, the candidate argues, there are
many young people who believe in God and study religion. An effective conclusion states the
candidate's stance.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good example of a well-planned essay with a good structure.
It scores in the 13-15 box for Understanding & Response and Organisation
& Development. A few of the arguments are a little thin and it is advisable
to stick to two or three points for each side of the argument so that there
is space to explain them fully. The use of essay phrases and higher register
phrases and structures is excellent here and the essay scores 5 for Accuracy
and 9 for Range & Application of Language.

Examiner Tip

Candidates and teachers should prepare a range of model
structures for the discursive essay and choose the best which
works for them. The most effective do not have too many points but the ones which are there are properly explained.
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Question 2 (g)
This question required candidates to reflect on whether the government is doing enough
to deal with the problem of drugs. Good answers tended to list examples of how the state
tries to intervene and curb drug use with an explanation of how effective these actually
are; possibly combined with suggestions of what else the government could do to tackle
the problem. Examples listed ranged from creating more rehabilitation clinics (although
candidates rarely knew how to say this correctly in Russian), longer prison sentences for
dealers or preventative work in schools. Overall, most candidates said that governments do
try but are not strict enough on those who deal in drugs and do not run enough campaigns
in the media.
This candidate states in the introduction that the state could do more to deal with the issue
of drugs. Firstly, the candidate states, it must be noted that alcohol and tobacco kill more
people than marijuana and yet the government spends money on dealing with much 'less
dangerous' drugs. The candidate goes on to argue that the legalisation of 'soft' drugs would
free up resources to fight against 'hard' drugs. On the other hand though, it would be hard
to control drugs and the government provides a lot of help for those who use them.

36
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Examiner Comments

This is a good essay and the candidate attempts to explain various complicated arguments.
Better planning might have made this easier, and the fact that some arguments are hard,
but not impossible, to follow, means that it scores in the 10-12 box for Understanding &
Response. The essay is well structured, though, and the language is good.

Examiner Tip

Develop a range of essay phrases to use to help structure your arguments.
Examples might be, 'надо задать вопрос', 'с одной стороны надо понимать',
'однакою нельзя забыть', 'из вышесказанного можно сделать вывод, что',
'ясно, что', 'прибавляя к этому', etc.
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Section C: Research-Based Essay
The Section C Research-Based Essay was, as last year, very well handled by a high
proportion of candidates from those centres where Russian is taught in the curriculum.
In nearly all cases, the essays from learner candidates were a pleasure to read and the
examiners would like to express their gratitude to teachers for their excellent preparation
of candidates for this section. Many candidates' essays demonstrated their considerable, indepth research and showed an impressive command of language and structure. Candidates
are reminded of the importance of addressing the question on the paper; essays which
did not actually answer the analytical part of the question scored a maximum of 13-18
for Reading, Research & Understanding. In order to score 19-24 or 25-30, essays need
to offer opinion and analysis as well as factual content. This will usually involve stating a
fact and then telling the reader what this fact shows us or why it is important or relevant.
Conversely, the stating of opinion without sufficient evidence will also often lead to lower
marks; their requirement for this unit is that candidates do detailed, sustained research
in advance and come to the examination armed with facts which they then use to back up
their analysis. Sadly, as in previous years, poor preparation for the examination (caused in
the most part by centres entering candidates without any teacher guidance or any attention
to the specification or this report) led to a number of candidates writing almost entirely
irrelevant essays or essays which simply retold the plot of a book or film, thus scoring
very low marks. Once again, a perhaps increasing number of candidates wrote answers
to 3(a), 3(b) or 3(d) which, while interesting, scored zero as they did not meet the clear
requirement on page 40 of the specification for the research to relate to the 'culture and/
or society of a Russian-language country, countries or community.' Examples of this are
discussions of social problems in Rhyl for 3(a), Adolf Hitler or Napoleon for 3(b), and essays
on 'Jane Eyre', 'Avengers Assemble' and 'Harry Potter' for 3(d). Examiners accepted any
country which formed part of the former Soviet Union or the former Russian empire as
being 'Russian speaking' for the purposes of this section, and, as usual, there was a range
of interesting essays on the former Soviet republics for 3(a). Candidates are reminded of
the importance of writing a structured essay in this section. Those candidates who had
written detailed plans virtually always performed better, and the examiners expressed
surprise at the relative lack of such plans. There were many essays which gave lots of
factual information but which were really, in essence, a regurgitation of all that is known on
the topic; candidates must use their factual knowledge to answer the question and support
their assertions if they are to reach the higher mark bands for Organisation & Development.
Essays should have an introductory paragraph and a conclusion which refers back to the
question set on the paper. Examiners were surprised at the increasing number of essays
which show no evidence of paragraphing and attention to the order of the points being
made. Centres are reminded that quotations do not count within the word limit and also
that proper names need not be included. Very few essays contain a bibliography or sources
of factual information. Whilst this is not a requirement for the higher mark bands, some
'facts' used by candidates did seem unlikely and proper referencing of sources would help
candidates to prove that they have done extensive research.

Question 3(a)
This question requires candidates to demonstrate their research about and understanding
of a Russian-speaking geographical region or city, and specifically the social problems which
that region or city faces. This addressed the requirement on page 42 of the specification
that candidates study the social issues affecting their chosen region or city. Most candidates
considered several social issues but some only discussed one. This was considered
acceptable, but these essays were generally least successful. The most common areas
studied were, predictably, Moscow and St Petersburg, but there were a good range of other
cities and areas covered, including the former Soviet republics, especially Kazakhstan.
The most common social problems were corruption, traffic and pollution and alcohol and
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drugs. Illegal migration was a very common social problem discussed in the context of the
big cities, particularly Moscow, and many non-learner candidates used their own personal
experiences of this in their essays. Essays based on hearsay, with little factual content,
did not score well, however. Virtually all candidates were able to describe their chosen
social problems reasonably well, but the most effective essays used factual knowledge and
statistical information to back up their points. The analytical side of the answer was often
not as well developed as the descriptive side, and better essays always suggested clearly
why the problems are important and what could be done to solve them. Another feature
of the best answers was enough detail to root the essay in the particular region which had
been studied; generic essays on traffic problems, for example, could relate to any city, not
just to Moscow.  Weaker essays also tended to give a great deal of irrelevant information
about the region before tackling the social issue in the second half.
This candidate discusses the issue of racism in Moscow and particularly at football stadiums.
The conclusion suggests that this problem is serious because racism is an infringement of
human rights and suggests that the prevalence of racism could have a negative effect on
the way outsiders view Russia.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has done some good research and has some factual
information to back up their points. The essay is well structured
(scoring 8 for Organisation & Development) and has a clear analytical
element. The essay scores in the 25-30 box for Reading, Research &
Understanding but could have scored towards the top end if the detail
had been focused on Moscow as opposed to Russia in general. This is an
example of effective marshalling of material to support an argument.

Examiner Tip

Teachers and candidates should make sure that they have prepared
the full range of aspects of the specification requirements for the
Research-Based Essay. Candidates offering a geographical region
should be able to write comfortably on key people, events and issues
(demographic, environmental, economic, social and political), and
the customs, traditions and beliefs of people from that area. They
should be able to explain, in every case, why they think something is
important or interesting, offering their own opinion or analysis of the
facts they present.
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Question 3 (b)
This question was, as usual, a popular choice amongst the Research-Based Essay questions.
Candidates were required to discuss a person from the historical period which they had
studied and explain why he or she is important. The most common people discussed were
Stalin, Lenin, Peter the Great, as well as some others such as Gorbachev, Nicholas II, Ivan
the Terrible, Trotsky and Kutuzov. A number of candidates chose to discuss literary figures
or folk heroes from the former Soviet republics. Some essays gave a great deal of factual
information about the historical figure and then had a final paragraph where the reason
for their importance was given. These were less successful than those essays where the
figure's importance was explained throughout with facts to support the assertions being
made. Some essays contained much historical inaccuracy and it was clear that some
candidates had done little research and had instead chosen to write their essays 'off the
cuff' in the examination. Such essays often scored very poorly indeed as this section of the
examination requires factual knowledge to back up the points being made.  
This candidate gives a great deal of factual information about Gorbachev and goes on to
explain his importance due to the affect his reforms had on the Soviet Union and the opinion
that they led to its collapse.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very good essay which clearly demonstrates research and
understanding. Gorbachev's role in the Soviet Union and the world is
explained and his reforms are referred to and understood. The essay is
well structured with a clear thread of why Gorbachev had a significant
influence running through it. It scores at the bottom end of the 25-30 box
for Reading, Research & Understanding, and this could have been improved
by more explicit references to the importance of the Soviet leader's legacy.
The language here is very good (the essay scores 5), and the ability to
structure and develop the argument is shown in the clear introduction,
paragraphing and conclusion. It scores 8 for Organisation & Development.

Examiner Tip

Make sure you give your own opinion and analyse facts throughout. If
you are unsure about how to do this effectively, use a 'point, evidence,
explain' approach: state your point (e.g. 'Gorbachev had a significant
role in the fall of the Soviet Union'), state some factual evidence (e.g.
'his policy of 'glasnost' led to greater freedom in the press and meant
that people had a better understanding of the wider world') and then
explain why you think it could be important (e.g. 'I think he is important
because it could be argued that his policies led directly to a desire for
political change which then came about quickly').
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This candidate has studied the Siege of Leningrad and discusses Tanya Savicheva, the
young girl whose diary famously recounts the deaths of each member of her family during
the winter of 1941-42. The candidate explains that she is important because her diary helps
us to understand the horror and hope amongst the citizens of Leningrad during the siege.
The diary's use at the Nuremberg Trials is also given as evidence of Tanya's importance in
history.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent essay. The language is of high quality (scoring
6) and the essay is well structured and organised (scoring 9 for
Organisation & Development). The candidate is able to use a range
of factual detail to give us a glimpse of Tanya Savicheva's life and
argues effectively for her significance as an historical figure, despite
the fact that she was not a political leader. There is evidence of in
depth research and the reader's interest is sparked in the girl and
her legacy for the citizens of Leningrad. This essay scores 28 for
Reading, Research & Understanding, with room for improvement
only in the need for slightly more detailed references to sources.

Examiner Tip

You do not need to include a bibliography to gain the highest
marks, but you should reference your sources in the text. The
best essays to question 3(b) are likely to quote or paraphrase
historians or commentators, not forgetting to say whether they
agree with their view or not. You should give the reference for
the book or article you are quoting or paraphrasing.
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Question 3 (c)
This question required candidates to describe a political problem of modern-Russian
speaking society and explain why they think that problem is important. The most popular
political problems were once again corruption and alcoholism, the latter being often less
successful as essays tended to focus more on the social aspects of the issue rather than the
political ones. Many answers did suffer from a lack of facts and relied on the candidate's
general knowledge and opinions. Essays on corruption at various levels of government and
state, and also those on democracy and the recent elections, too often contained very little
factual information or the factual information they did contain seemed unlikely, spurious or,
in some cases, clearly wrong.  
This candidate discusses Russia's demographic problems and the declining population of the
country. A great deal of factual information is given, and some reasons for the declining
population are suggested. The candidate concludes that unless something is done soon,
there will not be enough people for the workforce and for the army.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good essay. It is well structured and has a range of facts to back up the
assertions being made. It scores 8 for Organisation & Development and 5 for
Quality of Language. For Reading, Research & Understanding, it scores at the
top end of the 19-24 box. It could be improved by slightly more sophisticated
treatment of some of the arguments and analysis of the significance of some more
of the excellent factual detail. Overall, though, this is one of the better attempts
at dealing with the issues of Russian demographics which examiners saw.

Examiner Tip

Plan your Research Based Essay carefully, including
where you will use facts and where you will include your
analysis. Decide what you will say in your conclusion.
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Question 3 (d)
This question required candidates to choose a book, play or film which they have studied
and discuss one character, explaining why this particular character could be considered
interesting. This required candidates to present some factual information about the
character and how they are depicted, combined with comment and analysis of their
motivations, significance or contribution to our understanding of the work as a whole.
Simple character studies, in which the character is merely described, did not score well,
and lengthy retelling of the plot of the work scored very low marks. This was by far the
most popular Research-Based Essay question, reflecting the fact that the majority of
centres teaching Russian are continuing to use literature as means of engaging candidates'
interest. A wide range of literature was featured once again, and the cultural insight which
candidates are gaining from their study of literature or film was very pleasingly obvious in
their essays. The most popular prose works studied this year by learner candidates were
Pushkin's "Пиковая дама" and "Метель", Baranskaya's "Неделя как неделя", Chekhov's
"Дама с собачкой", Turgenev's "Первая любовь", Bulgakov's "Собачье сердце", and
various short stories by Tolstaya. As last year, Chekhov plays continue to be a popular
choice, with "Дядя Ваня" at the top of the list, followed by "Вишневый сад". Gogol's
"Ревизор" is being studied very successfully by several centres, and there were more poetry
answers this year, including some excellent work on Akhmatova and Pushkin's verse works
such as "Медный всадник" and "Евгений Онегин". Some candidate's had decided to offer
answers on Tolstoy's "Война и мир" or "Анна Каренина" or on Dostoevsky's "Преступление
и наказание" and, as always, some of these were more successful than others. The most
popular film choices were "Утомлённые сольнцем", "Москва слёзам не верит", "Живой",
"Ирония судьбы или С лёким паром" and "Мы из будущего". Overall, examiners were
extremely impressed with candidates' ability to discuss the significance of a character and
plan a well-structured essay which incorporated an analytical stance and use a variety of
lexis and structures. There is excellent practice taking place in a range of centres that are
able to train candidates to use short, targeted quotations from their texts to back up the
points they are making. The weakest essays were likely to retell the story and only state in
the penultimate or final paragraph why the character was interesting. Those essays which
made it into the top band for Reading, Research & Understanding were a pleasure to read.
These candidates showed that they knew the text very well and their writing was analytical
and to the point; no word was superfluous to requirements.
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This candidate discusses the role of Mayor in Gogol's "Ревизор". An excellent introductory
paragraph, identifying the text and the character, is followed by clear explanations of why
the character is interesting (he cares little about the people in the town, is corrupt, greedy
and untrustworthy) and we learn how the character reflects Gogol's view of Russia at the
time.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent example of an essay which uses short
quotations and facts about the text to back up the points being
made. The candidate uses phrases such as 'читая "Ревизор", мы
видим, что' and 'мы можем увидеть, что' to signpost the analysis
clearly. The essay is well structured and the conclusion is clear. It
scores towards the top end of the 25-30 box for Reading, Research
& Understanding due to the good knowledge of the text and careful
use of quotations and facts to support the points being made.

Examiner Tip

Prepare some short quotes from your book or play - this will
enable you to illustrate your points more effectively. Make sure
you refer to the question explicitly in your answer.
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This candidate discusses Ranyevskaya in Chekhov's "Вишнёвый сад". The character is
interesting, according to the candidate, because she is complex and sympathetic, despite
representing the declining Russian nobility.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent example of character analysis, reflecting
the subtlety of the character and using the text to support the
points being made. It scores at the top end of the 25-30 box for
Reading, Research & Understanding.
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This candidate discusses Mikhalkov's film "Утомлённые сольнцем" and suggests that the
most interesting character is Mitya as he represents Stalin's terror.
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Examiner Comments

This essay is a good example of the candidate using historical context as well as details
from the film to back up the points being made. It is not linguistically flawless, but is
coherently argued and scores at the bottom end of the 25-30 box for Reading, Research
& Understanding. The candidate is able to use a range of essay phrases to help
structure the argument and it therefore scores 7 for Organisation & Development. This
is a well prepared candidate who knows the film and its context well.

Examiner Tip

For the literature option, detailed knowledge of the text is what is meant by 'clear
evidence of in depth reading and research.' Candidates do not need to have studied
secondary literature to access the highest mark bands, although this can always give
further insight and might represent an opportunity for stretch and challenge.
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Paper Summary
Overall, the vast majority of learner candidates who have studied Russian in schools were
successful in demonstrating to the examiners how they are able to use the language
effectively. They were, once again, a credit to the many outstanding teachers of Russian
across the country and examiners were encouraged by reading their excellent work. The
in-depth understanding of aspects of Russian history, culture and society which so many
candidates demonstrated shows the examiners, as usual, that teachers are presenting
candidates who have developed a real passion for all things Russian. The study of Russian
at Advanced Level continues to be alive and well, and the credit for this goes to those who
work with candidates every day, and prepare them so effectively.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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